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Today’s evolving environments need 
products that reconfigure with you. 
Multi-purpose learning spaces can be 
designed using our easy to fold, move 
and safely store cafeteria tables.

All Midwest Folding Mobile Cafeteria 
Tables are backed by our industry 
leading 15 year warranty. 
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Mobile Bench

RECTANGULAR
Product occupies a modest footprint 
when folded and can be folded, 
moved and stored by a single person. 
For easy cleaning, table safely locks in 
an intermediate position.

MBU12

An affordable and simple unit that defines space and maximizes 
your seating density with continuous seating surfaces. 
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Increase circulation within your 
space while maintaining high 
density seating with the gentle 
curve of the elliptical shape table.

ELLIPTICAL

Easy Latch Release
Easy latch release handle allows 
the table to be operated by 
hand from either side.

NBUP10
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Mobile Bench

Define collaborative zones 
by mixing in round tables for 
smaller groups and increase 
circulation in high traffic areas.

ROUND

NBUR608

Create a dynamic space while maintaining high density seating by 
combining a variety of shapes to create zones within your layout

Easy Entry
Avoid tripping hazards with 
obstacle free under-structure 
and convenient entrances at 
four locations.
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Premium Edge
Our Permatuff Edge is 
chemically bonded to the 
table top, providing a durable 
and tamper resistent edge that 
withstands damage.

NBUC608

The octagon and round shape 
table design help to promote 
student interaction, making the 
tables perfect for lunch time or 
project learning.

OCTAGONAL
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Mobile Stool
Create your space utilizing a variety of table top & stool colors that 
introduce a playfulness to your learning environment.

The open position safety lock 
automatically locks preventing 
accidental folding when mobile 
tables are in use. 

ROUND

NSUR608
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RECTANGULAR
Integrated tables and seats define student 
space while providing efficient solutions for 
maximizing your seating capacity.

Reinforced Stool
Stools are affixed to table frame 
using an anti-spin mechanism with 
a rigid metal to metal attachment. 
This keeps your product looking & 
performing great.

NSU1212
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OCTAGONAL
Introduce octagonal table shapes 
to enhance collaboration and 
turn your space into an individual 
learning & meeting hub. 

NSUC608

Nylon Glides
Metal cup glide with nylon base 
protects the floors from scuff marks.

Mobile Stool
Practical design and heavy duty construction backed by our 
15 year warranty provides you with the peace of mind that your 
product will perform consistently.
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Ideal for narrow spaces, the 
elliptical table shape provides 
high capacity seating with an 
organic & open feel. 

ELLIPTICAL

Lift-Off Casters
Non-marring swivel casters with 
4” x 1⅜” wheels automatically 
lift from the floor when units are 
opened for use. This ensures that 
your tables remain stationary 
when placed, providing a safe 
and efficient space.

NSUP1012
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Mobile Chair

Create a more organic 
layout by combining clusters 
of round tables dispersed 
throughout the space.

ROUND

NCUR608

Industry leading Discover chairs provide maximum flexibility and 
comfort for your students. Reconfigure the area from cafeteria to 
informal classroom without the need for additional resources.
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RECTANGULAR
Space efficiency and comfort are 
combined to provide maximum 
capacity seating with integrated 
chairs that swivel. 

NCU1212
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Shur-Lok Tables

Easily store Shur-Lok tables by 
folding and rolling out of the 
way; for compact storage, 
tables can be nested. 

ROUND

SRT60

Shur-Lok tables are available in a variety of shapes, including 
round, rectangular, oval, and octagonal, to meet your design 
preference. The unique Shur-Lok mechanism firmly secures tables 
in a locked position while in use, being moved, or stored.
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The safety stop feature prevents 
pinched fingers when opening the 
table. Lift the lock bar to fully open  
the table or fold for compact storage.

OVAL

SOV72

Reinforced Frame
Shur-Lok tables feature double 
horizontal braces for added 
strength. The legs are securely 
connected to the frame with 
special formed steel holders, 
designed for continued use.

SST60

Create a flexible layout by using 
squares indepently, in pairs, in 
rows, or in larger groups.

SQUARE

SOT60

Mobile shape tables are 
balanced to open and close 
easily by a single person 
from either side of the table. 

OCTAGONAL
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Convertible Bench

RECTANGULAR
When folded, the units can be 
nested creating a compact 
storage solution to maximize your 
available storage capacity.

TB8

Flexibility is redefined by a convertible bench unit that can easily 
fold from a lunch table to a back support bench. This allows you 
to quickly reconfigure your space for testing, study or events.
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RECTANGULAR
Heavy duty 1 3/8” wide 4” diameter swivel casters 
feature crowned shaped non-marking polyolefin wheel 
for improved handling and reduced floor maintenance.

STU12

Table Units

• Stays stationary in open position
• Moves easily in closed position
• Occupies modest footprint while closed
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Limited 
Warranty
Midwest Folding Products (MFP) warrants to the original purchaser of the product that 
the product is free from defects in material and workmanship for the period shown 
below.  This warranty is extended for the period of time after the date of purchase by the 
original purchaser and is extended only to the original purchaser of the product and may 
be enforced only by such purchaser.  This warranty is not transferable and expires if the 
product is resold or otherwise transferred.  This warranty does not apply to any product 
which has been altered by anyone other than an MFP representative or has been 
damaged due to accident, abuse, misuse, misapplication, modification, alteration or 
improper installation, set-up, care, maintenance or repair.  Normal weathering and wear 
and tear from public use of outdoor furniture is not covered by this warranty.  

Mobile Cafeteria Tables - 15 years

MFP will, at its option, repair or replace, free of charge, the product covered by this 
warranty, or a portion of the product, that is found to be defective in material or 
workmanship during the warranty period. 

Any repair or replacement under this warranty shall not extend the warranty period.  
The foregoing shall constitute the exclusive remedy of the purchaser and the exclusive 
liability of MFP.  The above warranty is exclusive and in lieu of all other express warranties 
whether oral or written, expressed or implied.  No warranty of merchantability or fitness for 
a particular purpose shall apply. 

MFP shall not, under any circumstances or under any legal theory, be liable to the 
purchaser or any other person for special, incidental or consequential damages of any 
nature including without limitation damages to, or loss of use of property, damages for 
loss of profits or revenues or any other damages arising from the original purchase.  MFP’s 
liability will in no event exceed the purchase price of the product.  No agent, employee 
or representative of MFP nor any dealer or other person is authorized to modify this 
warranty in any respect.  The infelicity of all or a part of any of the provisions of this Limited 
Warranty shall not affect or invalidate any other provision of this Limited Warranty. 

To make a claim under this warranty, the original purchaser shall provide proof of the 
date of purchase and notice of the alleged defect to:
        
Midwest Folding Products 
Customer Service Department 
1414 S. Western Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60608
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Materials &
Finishes

permatuff edges

T6 burgundyT5 grey

T4 blueT black

vinyl edges

S brownG grey

V blueB black

7209
Wilsonart 7209
nepal teak

7054
Wilsonart 7054
wild cherryJ

Wilsonart 7806
bannister oak7909

Wilsonart 7909
fusion maple

7110
Wilsonart 7110
montana walnutW

Wilsonart W313
walnut

F
Wilsonart 7040
figured mahogany

Wilsonart 7039
7039 windsor mahogany

wood grain laminates

Wilsonart D307
R red (hollyberry)

Wilsonart D341
Y yellow (marigold)

Wilsonart D365
E emerald green

Wilsonart D79
G hunter green

Wilsonart D26
V persian blue

solid color laminates custom logo laminates

Wilsonart 4624
4624 beige nebula

Wilsonart 4884
4884 flame soapstone

Wilsonart 4622
4622 grey nebula

Wilsonart 4142
Q grey glace

Wilsonart 4746
4746 woolamai brush

Wilsonart 4760
4760 mystique night

pattern laminates

C chromeS brown

G greyB black

metal frames

abs plastic stools

BR

RBEGU

BVruby red

royal blueevergreenburgundy

onyxindigo

polypropylene discover chairs

ROYB

RUBY ruby red

royal blueEVER evergreenBURG burgundy

ONYX onyxINDI indigo

Tables may be manufactured with high pressure 
plastic laminate incorporating customer 
provided artwork at additional cost. Contact 
the factory for pricing. A vector format file 
containing the artwork must be provided to 
us. Adobe Illustrator files, saved using an (.ai) 
extension are preferred.



p 800.621.4716 
f 312.666.2606
orders@midwestfolding.com

1414 south western avenue
chicago, illinois 60608 

www.midwestfolding.com
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